Transfer pricing provisions do not apply in respect of transactions between the Indian head office and its overseas branch office

Background
The Delhi Bench of the Income-tax Appellate Tribunal (the Tribunal) in case of Aithent Technologies Private Limited (taxpayer), held that Transfer Pricing (TP) provisions cannot apply in respect of transactions between the Indian Head Office (HO) and its overseas Branch Office (BO) in Canada.

Facts of the case
The taxpayer is an Indian company having an overseas BO in Canada and a 100 per cent subsidiary in USA. Transactions between the taxpayer and its overseas BO were treated as international transactions and their arm’s length price (ALP) was determined by the Transfer Pricing Officer (TPO). The taxpayer also entered into an international transaction with Aithent Inc., USA, and adopted Transactional Net Margin Method (TNMM) as the most appropriate method. The TPO adopted a number of search filters for selecting the comparable companies and accordingly made a TP adjustment.

Tribunal’s ruling

Issue - Determination of ALP in respect of transactions of the taxpayer with its overseas Branch Office

- The Tribunal, placing reliance on precedents set by the Supreme Court of India and various Indian High Courts, endorsed the ‘Principle of Mutuality’ and held that there can be no profit from trade with self and there cannot be a valid transaction of sale between BO and its HO.
- However, it clarified that if a foreign general enterprise has a BO in India, such BO will be considered as an ‘enterprise’ under Section 92F(iii) of the Income-tax Act, 1961 (the Act) and the transactions between the foreign HO and the Indian BO will be considered as an ‘international transaction’ in terms of Section 92B of the Act.
- This is because of the fact that, as per Section 5(2) of the Act, the scope of total income in case of non-residents only include such income which is received or deemed to be received in India or which accrues or arises or is deemed to accrue or arise in India. In such circumstances, non-resident taxpayers may resort to under/over-invoicing so as to mitigate the tax burden in India.
- In the instant case, even though prima facie it appears that the overseas BO of the Indian HO is covered under the term ‘enterprise’ as defined under Section 92F(iii), but considering the fact that, in terms of Section 5(1) of the Act, a tax-resident of India is liable to be taxed on its global income, the argument that a transaction between an overseas BO of an Indian HO and the HO itself is subject to TP provisions loses its substance.
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• It further stated that on aggregation of accounts of the HO and its overseas BO, any additional profit earned by the HO would be set off with the equal amount of expense of the BO, thereby not leaving any separately identifiable income on account of this transaction. Thus, over/under invoicing between the Indian HO and its overseas BO is always income-tax neutral.

• Making a TP adjustment with respect to international transactions between the Indian HO and its overseas BO will result in charging tax on income which is more than legitimately due to the exchequer which is impermissible. In the instant case, the taxpayer has rightly offered to tax, not only the amount earned by the Indian HO, but also the income earned by its overseas BO.

**Issue - Application of certain filters resulting in TP adjustment on transactions with AE in USA**

• Non-application of upper turnover filter - Averaging of the profit rates of a whole lot of functionally similar companies having higher or lower turnover vis-à-vis the taxpayer, iron out the effect of such differences. Thus, in view of the Delhi High Court judgment in the case of ChrysCapital Investment Advisors (India) Pvt. Ltd. wherein it was held that high profit/turnover cannot be criteria to exclude an otherwise comparable company, TPO in the instant case was justified in not applying the upper turnover filter.

• Companies who have less than 25 per cent of the revenues as export sales were excluded – Since the taxpayer’s export revenue is roughly 21 per cent of total revenue, applying the filter of excluding the companies having less than 25 per cent of the revenue’s from export sales, would eliminate companies which are similarly placed as the taxpayer. Both, taxpayer and revenue have now agreed to apply the filter of excluding the companies with export sales of more than 30 per cent of the total revenue.

• Companies with more than 25 per cent have related party transactions (RPT) [sales as well as expenditure combined] of the operating revenues were excluded - Both the numerator and denominator should have the same nature of contents. This can be ensured by comparing RPT of purchase with the total purchases or RPT of sales with the total sales of the company. Inclusion/ exclusion of a comparable by applying the filter of more than 25 per cent RPT, would depend on the outcome of two such percentages of RPT. If the company fails the threshold in either case, then it will cease to be comparable.

• Companies with diminishing revenues or persistent losses - The taxpayer’s profit has diminished during the instant year from the preceding year. Thus, companies having diminishing revenue should not be excluded but only companies having persistent losses should be excluded.

• Companies whose onsite income was more than 75 per cent of the export revenues were excluded - If the taxpayer’s argument that its BO earned only onsite services income is correct, the filter applied by the TPO excluding companies whose onsite income is more than 75 per cent of the export revenues, becomes meaningless. TPO/AO are directed to examine the break-up of the revenues earned by BO for evaluating if the same is from onsite/offsite services and decide on the application of the filter accordingly.

• Adjustment on account of idle capacity - In TNMM, the effect of differences between the international transaction and comparable uncontrolled transactions is always given in the net operating profit margin of the comparable uncontrolled transactions. There is no mandate for adjusting the taxpayer’s profit margin under the provisions of Rule 10B(1)(e) of the Income Tax Rules. The adjustment, if any, could have been allowed, if the taxpayer had demonstrated that the comparable companies had more under-utilisation of their labour force vis-à-vis the taxpayer, which the taxpayer could not substantiate. Thus no such adjustment can be granted.

**Our comments**

It is possible to take a view that the Tribunal stretched too far in analysing the term ‘enterprise’ as defined under Section 92F(iii) of the Act. Instead, it could have dismissed the tax authorities contention at the outset by stating that the transfer pricing provisions are not applicable where both the transacting parties namely; The Indian HO and its overseas BO, are tax-residents of India.
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